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12/15/74 

Dear Mr. Kotikov, 

I'm sorry you think I'm a magician, that ey letter disappointed you, and that you 
seem to segerd the most elemental objection to the Warren Report as a great discovery. 
If you had read my books, my very earliest, you'd have known that what you say I did 
publish and much, much more. 

However, I am but a 'mingle man. Aather than your insult of Er*z "bringing in 
money" I have gone deep into debt to do this work. I can't control the press or the 
FBI or the Congress or the courts. I do what I can and rbelieve it is more than the 
average man dares. 

However, what Woad be wrong with my making money that is not as wrong with 
whatever you do? How else is one to live? How ean one afford to do the work of which 
you are so igaorant and in which you are, despite your protestations, also not interested 
in anything new? 

I have spent 11 years doing this. You appear to be entirely unaware that the suits 
you cite wets subsidised. I filed four without subsidy, even acting as my own lawyer. 
There was not a penny to assist in lade:dr:mem you or anyone else. I took one case to the 
4upeeme Court. More than any other, from the Congressional debates, that one is the cause 
of the changes in the law. 

Your insult is in this particular case in even worse Ma. My colleaeue in the 
book, who like me has given up regular income to fight these kinds of cases -without 
any help from people like you - borrowed the money to my the printer. The rest of the 
considerable costs we have carried ourselves at some sacrifice. At 6i, having lived 
all these painful years in debt, I could not. 

However, if by some good fortune my books were to be profitable, can you see that 
they would make more work possible for me? I have other books of sensational disclosures 
read to print and celeste I °dad travel and do more investigating. I would not buy a 
Cadillac to replace my simplex; car that survives for all its 120,000 miles. 

I till?* you should examine into your own mind. Bore you are reading me a lecture 
in a field to open and to work in which I have given el, just about everything people 
want in life, have gone into debt, have run what others regard as some risk, and you 
talk to ne about what is baby stuff in this field yet when you laiow there is a new work 
with new information and new information on the corruption, especially of the intelligence 
agencies and the price is cheap you have no interest? Then you presume to tell me that 
is and is not important based on painful experinnoes of your own past? "That Caeald in 
vas a federal agent is not important." Well, this is hardly the sensation of the book 
and it is also hardly true. And the Commission did not investigate that, either. 

I cannot begin to undertake any other work. I will continue to do what I can with 
this subject to which I have devoted at least an average of 18 hours a day for 11 years. 
If at some time I encounter a writer who might be interested in your story I'll refer him 
to you or, if you'd prefer, you can let me have on file what you might want for such an 
occasion. Several years ago I did give such a story about a Hengarien woman to another 
writer. Such tragedies, unfortunately, were not uncommon. 

However, if by some chance you think it is because I am afraid, take a good look 
at this flyer on the new book. I live =der surveillance. lIy  mail is interfered with. When 

travel my room ie searched. People have been f$red for just being seen with me socially. 
adept in 'war and in some countries they don't stick the head in a bucket of shit. They 
just bleed you. 

Sincerely, 


